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ABSTRACT: We have produced the first annually resolved, centennial-length tree-ring chronologies, based on
tracheid radial diameter (TRD) and microfibril angle for south-eastern Australia (SEA) from what would commonly
be considered a dendroclimatically suboptimal site. The chronologies exhibit a strong regional temperature signal
for the austral summer (nominally November–April) that extends across much of SEA. The strength and spatial
extent of the temperature–TRD correlations surpass those between the iconic Tasmanian Mt Read ring-width
chronology and austral summer temperatures, and are more time-stable. We demonstrate that the value of wood
property chronologies for their ability to improve the both the quality and the quantity of highly climate-sensitive
series available for regional annual-resolution climate reconstructions, in data-sparse regions in Australasia and
beyond, should be examined. In light of the ‘divergence debate’, the time-stability of relationships with climate,
relative to other tree-ring proxies, also requires further investigation. Copyright # 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

South-eastern Australia (SEA) is home to approximately 57%
of Australians and is a critical food production zone. In recent
times it has experienced significant rainfall decline, drought,
fires and floods consistent with predictions of climate change
effects (CSIRO, 2010). The expectation that climate variability
will increase under climate change means there is a pressing
need to better understand the longer-term climate history of
SEA and emphasizes the need for high-resolution climate
proxies with regional SEA climate signals. The only annual-
resolution record used in its own right to reconstruct regional
climate for SEA has been the 3600-year Tasmanian Mt Read
Huon pine chronology (Cook et al., 1992, 2000, 2006),
which is strongly correlated with sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) over the Southern Ocean due west of Tasmania (Cook
et al., 2000) during the austral summer (November–April).
Although long and well replicated, this reconstruction is
based on a single site. A number of other multi-century
Tasmanian tree-ring chronologies (Allen et al., 2001) have
been used in multi-proxy climate reconstructions for SEA
[e.g. Gergis et al., 2011 (precipitation); Gallant and Gergis,
2011 (streamflow)], but these temporally limited (1783–1988)
reconstructions have necessarily relied heavily on proxy
records outside SEA due to the lack of annually resolved
records from the SEA region. It is therefore likely that these
reconstructions better reflect impacts of broad-scale variabili-
ty beyond SEA. Development of additional proxies from SEA
with regional climate signals would be invaluable for future
climate reconstructions, and for comparison with existing
southern hemisphere reconstructions. Substantial asynchro-

nicities among temporally overlapping temperature recon-
structions from South America, New Zealand and Tasmania
(Mt Read) (Villalba et al., 1997, 2012; Cook et al., 2006)
make this all the more important.
To date, it has not been possible to develop a robust

temperature reconstruction based on the ring width (RW)
chronology from any other single site from Tasmania due to
the poorly understood complex climate response of ring widths
at these sites (Buckley et al., 1997; Allen et al., 2001, 2011;
Cook et al., 2006). Recent work, however, has demonstrated
that while low-elevation Huon pine ring width (RW) is not
significantly (P< 0.05) correlated with local growing season
mean temperature, average microfibril angle (MFA) and aver-
age tracheid radial diameter (TRD) from low elevation contain
a significant (P< 0.05) local warm-season temperature signal
(Drew et al., 2013). The strength of correlations between local
temperature and these wood properties (MFA and TRD) is
comparable to that of correlations between the Mt Read
chronology and mean temperature over the same months,
although the sign of correlations is opposite (Fig. 1). Informa-
tion about MFA and TRD is available in Donaldson (2008) and
Vaganov et al. (2006). Sensitivity of wood properties such as
MFA and tracheid diameter to local climate (Xu et al., 2010;
Drew et al., 2013; Fig. 1) can be explained in terms of
adjustments in developmental processes in the developing
xylem (Vaganov et al., 2006; Fonti et al., 2010; Drew
et al., 2013). Negative correlations between mean temperature
and TRD and MFA are probably related to sensitivity of Huon
pine to even moderate water deficits (Brodribb and Hill, 1998;
Brodribb and Cochard, 2009) and the resultant impacts of
drought on xylem differentiation processes (Drew et al., 2013).
This provides a strong prima facie case for investigating the
value of wood property chronologies (cf. Fonti et al., 2010) for
climate reconstructions.
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While the strong correlations between wood properties and
climate suggest the possibility for development of a robust
local climate reconstruction across a wider range of Tasma-
nian sites, it remains unclear whether the low-elevation wood
property chronologies might also provide a broader, regional
climate signal for SEA. In this paper we focus on the regional
relevance of our wood property chronologies. We ask two
specific questions. First, is there evidence for a regional
climate signal in low-elevation Huon pine MFA and TRD
chronologies? Second, how does any regional climate signal
compare with the spatial extent and strength of the tempera-
ture signal in the high-elevation Mt Read RW chronology?

Materials and methods

The King River site is located in low-elevation (60m above
sea level) temperate rainforest adjacent to the King River in
western Tasmania, Australia (Fig. 1). Mean annual summer
(December–March) and winter (June–August) temperatures
are 14.5 and 8.1 ˚C, respectively. Mean annual rainfall is
�2400mm, falling mostly in the winter and spring months.
Two 12-mm-diameter cores were extracted from each of

15 (100–300 years old) Huon pine trees and a single core of
the same diameter extracted from each of another three trees
using a motorized corer. We used SilviScan (Evans, 1994), an

integrated X-ray diffractometry and densimtometry platform,
to measure wood properties at high spatial resolution in each
core. Average tracheid radial diameter was measured on the
transverse surface at a sampling interval of 25mm. Wood
density was measured at the same resolution using X-ray
densitometry. Microfibril angle measurements, obtained
through X-ray diffractometry, were made at a sampling
interval of 100mm, using a 200-mm primary beam. Manual
ring-allocations based on density and fibre diameter profiles
were checked against RW profiles based on standard dendro-
chronological techniques (Stokes and Smiley, 1968; Drew
et al., 2013). Subsequently, visual cross-dating of wood
properties was checked using the standard dendrochronologi-
cal data quality control software tool COFECHA (Holmes,
1994). Signal-free chronologies (Melvin and Briffa, 2008) for
MFA, TRD and RW were developed and standardized using
the Friedman ‘super-smoother’ (Friedman, 1984). An updated
Mt Read chronology (unpublished data), consistent with the
previously published chronology (Cook et al., 2000), was also
developed using the signal-free framework.
Although Drew et al. (2013) produced a number of wood

property chronologies, we focus on average TRD and average
MFA due to the relative novelty and high quality of these
chronologies and the strength of correlations between them
and mean temperature over the November–April period
(Fig. 1) that was used as the basis for the Mt Read temperature
reconstruction. Spatial correlations between first-differenced
(to remove trend) November–April mean temperatures (CRU
TS3.1) and each of the first-differenced TRD, MFA, RW and
Mt Read chronologies were calculated for all grid points
centred on land in the 25–44.5˚ S and 130–155˚ E box. This
chosen region conformed to the spatial extent of climate
correlations between mean temperature and Mt Read previ-
ously shown (Cook et al., 1996). Three periods were exam-
ined: the entire period of available climate data (1901–2009)
and two 54-year periods (1901–1954 and 1955–2009). To
test the validity of these spatial correlation fields we generat-
ed 1000 synthetic series from random numbers for each grid
cell, each containing an autoregressive AR(1) process and AR
coefficient the same as the tree-ring chronology (�0.4). These
series, like the actual chronologies, were first-differenced and
the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles for each grid cell were
calculated for each of the three periods. The 2.5th (TRD/
MFA/RW) or the 97.5th (Mt Read) percentiles used to check
whether the correlations between mean temperatures and
TRD, MFA and Mt Read were more extreme than 97.5% of
values obtained through the correlation of synthetic series
with mean temperature for each grid point. The Supporting
information (Appendix S1) contains further methodological
detail.

Results

All four chronology time series examined here differed from
one another over the 20th century (Fig. 2A,C). An upward
trend in the Mt Read RW series since the 1950s was matched
by a decline in the TRD chronology. RW exhibited an almost
monotonic decrease over the 20th century. After detrending,
correlations between TRD and MFA, TRD and Mt Read, and
between mean temperatures and each of TRD, MFA and Mt
Read (Table 1) remained significant (P< 0.05). Correlations
between TRD and MFA, TRD and Mt Read, and TRD and
November–April temperatures were higher for detrended data
than for non-detrended data (Table 1).
The pattern of spatial correlations (P< 0.1) between RW

and regional temperature was not consistent across the three
periods, nor was the centre of correlation consistently over

Figure 1. (A) Location of King River site, the low-elevation Stanley
River site that has produced a multi-millennial chronology, and the
high-elevation Mt Read site from which the 3600-year chronology
and mean temperature reconstruction has been produced. (B)
Monthly correlations between mean temperature (warm season
months) and the King River ring-width (RW), tracheid radial diameter
(TRD) and microfibril angle (MFA) chronologies, and between the Mt
Read RW chronology and mean warm-season temperature.
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southern SEA (Fig. 3). In contrast, correlations between
regional mean temperature and each of TRD and Mt Read
each possessed relatively consistent patterns with strongest
correlations centred on southern SEA. In addition, a large

proportion of the areas of significant correlation (P< 0.1) for
TRD and Mt Read also had correlations that exceeded 97.5%
of correlations with synthetic data (Fig. 3). Although the
spatial extent of significant correlations between MFA and

Table 1. Correlations between the various chronologies and between chronologies and mean temperature and chronologies.

RW MFA TRD Mt Read
Mean warm-season

(November–April) temperatures

RW 1 0.13 (0.06) �0.39�� (�0.12) �0.5�� (0.00) �0.32�� (–0.01)
MFA 1 0.26� (0.58��) 0.02 (0.01) �0.43�� (–0.44)��

TRD 1 �0.08 (�0.3��) �0.41�� (–0.56��)
Mt Read 1 0.47�� (0.4��)

Data in parentheses are for detrended series. Asterisks indicate significant correlations at: �P< 0.05; ��P< 0.01. Correlations between RW and
each of TRD, mean temperature and Mt Read become non-significant after detrending while those between MFA and TRD, and between mean
temperatures and each of TRD, MFA and Mt Read remain significant (P< 0.05). All correlations between non-detrended series cover the period
1901–2009 and correlations between detrended series cover the period 1902–2009.

Figure 2. (A) Chronology plots for three King River chronologies, 1901–2009. Black solid line is MFA; black dashed line is TRD and grey line is
RW chronology. RW is plotted on the right axis. A 9-year Gaussian filter has been used to smooth the data. (B) Sample depth for the King River
TRD, MFA and RW chronologies: black solid line is MFA, black dashed line is TRD and grey line is RW. (C) Mt Read chronology (left axis) and
sample depth (right axis). (D) RW (dashed) and mean warm-season temperatures (solid). (E) TRD (dashed) and mean warm-season temperatures
(solid). (F) MFA (dashed) and mean warm-season temperatures (solid). A 9-year Gaussian filter has been fitted to the data for plots D–F.
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mean warm-season temperatures varied widely across the
three periods, strongest correlations occurred over Tasmania
for all three periods. Spatial correlation patterns for MFA, TRD
and Mt Read were consistently weaker in the 1901–1954
period than the 1955–2009 period (Fig. 3). Atmospheric
circulation changes may be responsible for weaker early-
period correlations (Larsen and Nicholls, 2009), although
poorer quality and fewer meteorological recording stations in
the earlier period may also have played an important role.
The spatial extent of the regional signal of the low-elevation

TRD chronology is greater than that of the high-elevation Mt
Read RW chronology for both the 1901–2009 and the 1901–
1954 periods (Fig. 3). The TRD correlations, however, were
stronger than those for Mt Read for all three periods.

Discussion

The first annually resolved, climatically sensitive, centennial-
length chronologies based on the wood properties MFA and
TRD, from what would be considered a dendroclimatically
suboptimal site, contain a strong regionally coherent signal.
The regional relationship between TRD/MFA and mean
temperatures is significant and consistently focused on SEA
(Fig. 3). The spatial extent of the regional relationship is
consistent with that between the Mt Read RW chronology
and mean warm-season temperatures (Fig. 3). The strength of
the TRD–mean warm-season temperature relationship, how-
ever, exceeds that between the Mt Read chronology and
mean warm-season temperatures. Notably, the temporal

Figure 3. Spatial correlations between first-differenced mean warm-season temperature (November–April CRU TS 3.1 average) and the three first-
differenced chronologies. Sign of correlations for MFA and TRD have been reversed to more readily enable comparison with the Mt Read
correlations. Only correlations significant at P< 0.1 are shown. Top: King River tree-ring width (RW); second row microfibril angle (MFA); third
row tracheid radial diameter (TRD); bottom: Mt Read. Left column is 1901–2009, middle column is 1901–1954 and right column is 1955–2009.
Areas outlined in black include those grid points for which the correlation value of the chronology with mean temperature was more extreme than
97.5% of all correlations between the synthetic series and mean temperature. Plots were generated in the R-environment. This figure is available
in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com.
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stability of the regional footprint of the TRD relationship is
greater than that of Mt Read.
There are at least three important implications of our work.

First, relationships between climate variables and a RW/
density chronology that substantially weaken (‘the divergence
problem’) or strengthen through time are examples of unsta-
ble climate–chronology relationships (e.g. Peterson et al.,
1990; Briffa et al., 2004; Büntgen et al., 2008; D’Arrigo et al.,
2009; Salzer et al., 2009; Benito et al., 2010). Instability in
the relationship between a climate variable and RW/density
over time result in greater uncertainty in reconstructions
than do stable relationships. The more stable response of low-
elevation TRD to temperature suggests that a temperature
reconstruction for SEA based on it will contain less inherent
uncertainty than that based on the Mt Read RW chronology.
This, however, requires further investigation using much
longer series.
Secondly, multi-proxy archives from corals (Gagan

et al., 2000), speleothems (Baker et al., 2008) and tree rings
(Hughes et al., 2011) are now quite commonly used to elicit
more detailed climatic information available from a single
archive (cf. Sidorova et al., 2012). Our results indicate that a
wider variety of proxies in tree rings than has currently
been exploited is available for development of climate-
sensitive chronologies. There is a relative wealth of long-lived
species available from SEA, including celery top pine
(Allen et al., 2001), pencil pine, King Billy pine (Allen
et al., 2011) and lower elevation Huon pine (Buckley
et al., 1997). The vast amount of woody material available for
analysis from these species archives in SEA has enormous
potential to become the basis of a robust and detailed
temperature reconstruction for the SEA region based on wood
properties.
Thirdly, development of wood property chronologies with

regional climate signals from sites where it has not been
possible to develop climate-sensitive RW chronologies due to
poor cross-dating or complicated climate signals may be
possible. This is critical, especially in the southern hemi-
sphere, because additional chronologies in data-sparse re-
gions are required for the improvement and verification of
reconstruction quality (Cook et al., 2000; Esper et al., 2002;
Jones et al., 2009; Fonti et al., 2010). Wood property
chronologies may also be the key to very long annually
resolved regional temperature records for SEA based largely
on material from the Stanley River archive.
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